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Desciption of the Flow Field

 A significant enhancement of submesoscale 
motions by wind events.

 Wind events created small steep fronts and 
introduced strong instability

 Variable winds dramatically excited inertial
oscillations in the upper ocean

 Currents among all scales were more active in the 
fored run

What We Did?
Despite recent progress in measuring the ocean eddy field 
with satellite missions at the mesoscale (order of 100 km), 
containing the major fraction of ocean kinetic energy, many 
questions still remain regarding the generation, conversion 
and dissipation mechanisms of eddy kinetic energy (𝐾𝑒). In 
this work, we use the output from an idealized 500-m 
resolution ocean numerical simulation to study the 
conversion of 𝐾𝑒 in the absence and presence of wind stress 
forcing. 

What We For?
To understand and quantify the main processes behind the 

forcing of kinetic energy conversion in a surface-intensified 
submesoscale flow.

Figure 1 Density distribution of the initial condition..

Inertial and Superinertial Motions
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Model Configuration
Domain Setting

MITgcm with a non-hydrostatic Boussinesq approximation
f-plane assumption
1664x1664x60 idealized box with the resolution of 500m 

(horizontal) and 5m (vertical)

Initial Condition

cold water in the center over the top 100m

Developing

First, the box is spinning up until a full eddy field established
Then, add wind stress every month (wind stress forcing lasts 

17 h)

Analyzing

Compare the wind case and no wind case

Figure 2 Snapshots of normalized relative vertical 
vorticity  at the surface. (a) No forcing run; (b) 
wind-forced run. (c) and (d) are zoomed-in 
domains denoted by the red rectangles in (a) and 
(b), respectively.

Figure 3 (left) Frequency and (right) wavenumber spectrum 
of zonal velocity at the surface.

Figure 4 (a) Layer-integrated, time-averaged 𝑘𝑒
profile for the unforced run (black line) and forced run 
(red line).  (b) Variation of layer-mean Δ𝑘𝑒 with time 
and depth.

𝐾𝑒 increased approximately nine times in the 
mixed layer and considerably in the 
pycnocline in the forced run.

Figure 5 (a) Layer-integrated, time-averaged 
𝑐(𝑝𝑒 , 𝑘𝑒) profile for the unforced run (black line) and 
forced run (red line).  (b) Variation of layer-mean 
Δ𝑐(𝑝𝑒 , 𝑘𝑒) with time and depth.

Baroclinicity reigned in the layers above 
depth 150 m

Figure 6 (a) Vertical potential density gradient profile. 
(b) The wavenumber sepctrum of 𝑐 𝑝𝑒 , 𝑘𝑒 for the 
unforced run and (c) the same as (b) but for the forced 
run.

The mixed layer was deepened by wind events.

Figure 6 Frequency spectrum 𝑐 𝑝𝑒 , 𝑘𝑒 . (a) The unforced run. 
(b) The forced run. (c) The forced run at three depths.

Converting activity between 𝑷𝑒 and 𝐾𝑒 is 
governed by inertial and superinertial motions. 

Figure 7 Layer-integrated 𝑐 𝑝𝑒 , 𝑘𝑒 for the time-averaged field 
and the snapshots at three time steps.

 Inertial and superinertial motions dominate 
the conversion process at each time but the 
gain effect over time is mainly contributed by 
the subinertial motions. 

What We Got?

In contrast to the result of the unforced 
run, 𝐾𝑒 increased approximately nine times 
in the mixed layer and considerably in the 
pycnocline in the forced run. 

Eddies and filaments were seen to re-
stratify the mixed layer and wind-induced 
turbulence at the base of the mixed layer 
promoted its deepening and therefore 
dramatically enhanced the exchange 
between 𝐾𝑒 and eddy available potential 
energy 𝑃𝑒. 

The wind also excited inertial and 
superinertial motions throughout almost 
the whole water column. 
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